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Abstract: Robot-assisted language learning (RALL) is a promising application when employing social
robots to help both children and adults acquire a language and is an increasingly widely studied area
of child–robot interaction. By introducing prosodic entrainment, i.e., converging the robot’s pitch
with that of the learner, the present study aimed to provide new insights into RALL as a facilitative
method for interactive tutoring. It is hypothesized that pitch-level entrainment by a Nao robot during
a word learning task in a foreign language will result in increased learning in school-aged children.
The results indicate that entrainment has no significant effect on participants’ learning, contra the
hypothesis. Research on the implementation of entrainment in the context of RALL is new. This study
highlights constraints in currently available technologies for voice generation and methodological
limitations that should be taken into account in future research.

Keywords: robot-assisted language learning; pitch entrainment; foreign language learning; robot–
child interaction

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, robots have come to assist humans in a variety of ways.
Whereas, at first, this mostly concerned the automation of relatively simple tasks, it is now
possible to design socially capable robots which can be used in a variety of settings requiring
social interactions such as education. Other technology-based tools (e.g., intelligent tutoring
systems or ITS) are already in use in classroom settings. One of their advantages is that
they can provide personalized feedback in a one-to-one interaction, a method of education
that has been shown to be highly effective compared to group education [1]. Robots
may have an additional advantage over digital intelligent systems, namely their physical
presence. When equipped with a humanoid body, social robots resemble a human teacher
more closely, which has been argued to have “a strong positive effect on the students’
perception of their learning experience” [2] (p. 365). In addition, humanoid robots’ social
presence influences children’s motivation and performance in learning activities [3,4].
Randall [5] posits that robot-assisted language learning (RALL) is an improvement over
2D technologies (e.g., computers, tablets) by “increasing [learners’] motivation, interest,
and engagement—and this may be important in long-term success” (p. 7:12). In a meta-
analysis of the use of RALL, van den Berghe [6] points out that, theoretically, robots can
be suitable language tutors. Interactive social cues of the robots, i.e., social cues that
are in response to and in synchrony with the instantaneous human behavior, such as
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mimicking the head inclination of the human and timely social praises, can invoke higher
task compliance and make the robot more liked and accepted [7]. However, in practice,
successful interactions are commonly obstructed by technological constraints that cause the
robot to fail to react to situations appropriately [8], including using interactive social cues.

In this study, we examined whether language learning can be influenced by mak-
ing robots use speech entrainment, another interactive social cue whereby conversation
partners adapt to each other in terms of verbal and non-verbal communicative behav-
ior [9]. For example, interlocutors can entrain on verbal features, such as syntactic struc-
tures [10,11] and choice of words [12], and on non-verbal behavior, such as prosody [13]
and gestures [14]. Entrainment affects how people are perceived. People who adapt their
speech to match their interlocutor are generally perceived as more competent, socially
attractive, and likeable [13]. As such, the implementation of entrainment may increase
the acceptance of social robots because it can positively affect how the robot is perceived
by humans.

Several studies have found that entrainment in human–human tutoring can have a pos-
itive effect on learning in tutoring contexts: both lexical [15,16] and acoustic-prosodic [17]
entrainment were found to correlate positively with learning gain. Research on entrainment
in computer-mediated communication between learners of a foreign or second language
(L2) and native speakers of this language provides further support, suggesting that en-
trainment may facilitate language learning [18]. Most relevant to the current study, [19]
presented positive evidence for the effect of a social entraining robot on learning gain,
compared to a nonsocial one. Kory-Westlund et al. [20] showed that entrainment in the
robot combined with a backstory from the robot (about its poor speech and hearing abili-
ties) led to more accurate retelling of the robot’s stories in children. However, past studies
have examined entrainment on several features at the same time, making it difficult to
assess the contribution of individual entraining features. In the present study, we focus on
one feature, i.e., mean pitch, and explore the relationship between entrainment on mean
pitch and learning. Moreover, while previous studies of entrainment in social robots have
examined learning in areas, such as mathematics [19], story-retelling [20], or games [21],
entrainment has not yet been researched in the context of RALL. Past work has indicated
that RALL is an effective language learning method [5,6], and that entrainment by social
robots can contribute to learning for school-aged students [18]. It remains unclear whether
entrainment can improve language learning assisted by robot tutors.

Against this background, we investigated whether the implementation of entrainment
in a robot tutor can increase L2 learning. Acoustic-prosodic entrainment can occur in
different ways (i.e., proximity—similarity between interlocuters; synchrony—sychronised
changes in interlocutors; convergence—becoming more similar over time) at different
levels (i.e., turn level vs. conversation level), but turn-level pitch proximity appears to be
the most prosodic feature for entrainment between human interlocutors [13,22]. We thus
decided to focus on turn-level pitch proximity in our study. Specifically, we have addressed
the following question: does pitch-level entrainment in a robot tutor increase L2 vocabulary
learning in school-aged children?

Based on the existing literature on entrainment in social robots, we hypothesize
that pitch-level entrainment in a robot tutor will lead to better L2 vocabulary learning.
Our prediction is that children will learn more words from a robot tutor when pitch-level
entrainment is applied than when it is not applied.

2. Materials and Method
2.1. Participants

Thirty-two monolingual Dutch-speaking children aged between 8 years 10 months
and 11 years 5 months took part in this study. The participants were split into two groups
of 16, the experimental (entrainment) group, and the control (no entrainment) group.
The mean age was 10 years 3 months for the control group and 10 years 4 months for the
experimental group. Both groups consisted of 11 female and 5 male participants.
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2.2. Research Design

The experiment followed a pre-test–training–post-test design [23], which allowed us
to assess the effect of entrainment on learning words in the target language (i.e., English).
The pre-test served to measure the participants’ prior knowledge of the English words in
the learning task. During the training phase, the participants completed a word-learning
task with a Nao V4 humanoid robot (running on NAOqi OS, version 2.1.4.13; see Figure 1).
The robot was introduced to children as Robin, which is a gender-neutral name in Dutch.
By using a gender-neutral name and not dressing the robot in any way, we minimized
the risk of gender-related differences in the participants’ perception of Robin and in our
results. In the entrainment group, Robin entrained to the mean pitch of each participant’s
production during word learning. In the control group, Robin did not entrain to the
participant’s speech. Finally, during the post-test, the participants’ knowledge of the newly
learned words was measured again. The difference between pre-test and post-test scores
would indicate the extent to which the participants have learned new words.
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Figure 1. NAO Robot v4 by Aldebaran Robotics.

2.3. Materials
2.3.1. The Word-Learning Task

The word-learning task was designed in a way that allowed the robot to entrain
to each participant’s pitch, while at the same time the participant had the opportunity
to learn new English words. In this task, the participant received booklets containing
Dutch monosyllabic nouns or verbs, which were selected and translated from PPVT-IV-
EN [24]. The participant would say one Dutch word at a time from their booklets aloud,
to which Robin would respond with the English translation. Each word category consisted
of 10 words, of which 3 functioned as target words and 7 as filler words. Based on age
markers in PPVT and feedback from the participant’s English teacher, the filler words were
expected to be familiar in both the participant’s L1 and L2, while the target words were
expected to be familiar in their L1 only.

The Dutch translations of the selected words and their corresponding image from
PPVT-IV-EN were printed on A6 paper cards, which were subsequently bound into book-
lets. For each word, two different cards were created (each featuring a different image of
the word), in order to let the participant see the word multiple times, but avoid repetition
of the same image. There were two sets of verb cards and two sets of noun cards, with the
words appearing in a different order for each set. This resulted in four unique ordered sets
of cards in total. An additional set of 5 simple words was created for practice purposes.
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2.3.2. Implementation of Entrainment

During the training or the word learning task, Robin entrained with turn-level prox-
imity to the mean pitch of each of the participant’s words by selecting from a library
of prerecorded answers an answer that most accurately matched the participant’s pitch.
This was a semi-automatic process of five steps (Figure 2), managed by an experimenter
(Experimenter 1, see Figure 3) from a control panel. First, the participant’s one-word
utterance was recorded. The recordings were made with custom software programmed
in Python [25]. Second, Experimenter 1 manually controlled the beginning and end of
the recordings to ensure they spanned the entire word and the resulting recording was
processed by a volume filter to clean background noise. Third, the mean pitch value of
the resulting recording was obtained using Praat [26]. Fourth, the mean pitch value was
rounded to a value maximally 5 Hz higher or lower (e.g., 186.36 Hz to 185 Hz) in Robin’s
library of English words. This library was created by generating utterances using Robin’s
text-to-speech engine; their mean pitch value was transformed via a Praat script [27].
This resulted in a total of 45 options for Robin to choose from for each word, ranging
in mean pitch from 130 Hz to 350 Hz with intervals of 5 Hz. Finally, Robin selected the
response from the library that most closely matched the pitch value obtained at step 4
(i.e., 185 Hz).
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In the control condition, Robin’s mean pitch was set to 130 Hz. We opted for a
fixed pitch height for the robot in the control group instead of randomly varying its
pitch in order to prevent accidentally matching the robot’s pitch to the participant’s pitch,
which would mimic the behavior of the robot in the entrainment group. This kind of
accidental entrainment is very unlikely to happen with a pitch height of 130 Hz in the
lower level of children’s pitch range (100–700Hz) but could happen when the robot’s pitch
level is selected randomly.

2.4. Procedure

The participants took part in a single-session experiment with Robin. Each session
consisted of seven phases. They were as follows:

Phase 1. Introduction: The participant was introduced to the robot and the task.
Phase 2. Testing (pre-test): The familiarity of the participant with the English words from
the learning task was tested.
Phase 3. Practice round: The participant was prepared for the learning task.
Phase 4. Training (part 1): The first half of the word learning task was conducted.
Phase 5. Break: The robot told stories and showed the participant a few tricks (e.g., mim-
icking a sneeze, mimicking an orchestra conductor).
Phase 6. Training (part 2): The second half of the word learning task was conducted.
Phase 7. Testing (post-test): The participants’ knowledge of the words was assessed again.

Each session started with an experimenter (Experimenter 2) leading the participant
into the room, introducing themselves and the research team, and seating the participant on
a pillow opposite to Robin (see Figure 3 for the test setting). The participant and Robin were
seated on the floor so that their heads were at about the same height, which enabled Robin
to look at the participant’s face using facial recognition software. When the participant
was seated, Experimenter 2 explained that they were about to play a game with Robin that
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would allow them to learn English words. Robin then presented themself and asked the
participant introductory questions before sending the participant to do the pre-test with
Experimenter 2. The pre-test was adapted from PPVT-IV-EN [24], featuring images of the
20 words from the word-learning task and recordings of these words by a female speaker
of British English. Like in the original PPVT, the participant was asked to say or point at
which of the four images presented to them corresponded to the word they heard. Both the
visual and acoustic stimuli were presented using a PowerPoint slideshow. The participant’s
responses were marked on an answer sheet.

After the pre-test, the participant returned to Robin, who explained the game and
played a practice round with them using the practice materials. After the practice round,
the participant and Robin conducted phases 4 to 6. During each training round, the partici-
pant said Dutch words from the booklet to Robin, who replied with the English translations
of the words, as mentioned in Section 2.3.1. For the entrainment group, Robin’s reply was
entrained to the mean pitch of the participant’s last utterance. Robin’s voice was set to
different pitch levels in each group during phase 3 and 5, using the pitchShift parameter in
the NAO text-to-speech module. The parameter was set to 1.15 for the entrainment group
and 1.07 for the control group. These values were selected so that Robin’s pitch in the en-
trainment group approached the expected mean pitch of the participants, whereas Robin’s
pitch in the control group was closer to the 130 Hz used during the word-learning task.

After phase 6, Robin said goodbye and invited the participant to do the post-test with
Experimenter 2, which concluded the session. The post-test followed the same approach
as the pre-test but had different images and recordings by a different female speaker of
British English. This was performed to prevent participants from simply memorizing the
combinations of acoustic signal and image.
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3. Results

The data of two participants were excluded from the analysis (one for prior exposure
to the experiment and one for reaching the maximum score at the pre-test), leaving a total
of 30 participants (15 in each group) in the final data set (Table S1). Table 1 displays the
mean percentages of correctly recognized target words in decimals per phase per group.
Both groups obtained a higher score in the post-test than in the pre-test. The difference
between the pre- and post-test appeared to be bigger for the control group than for the
entrainment group.
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Table 1. Mean percentages (and standard deviation) of correct target words in decimals per test
phase per group.

Control (N = 15) Entrainment (N = 15)

Pre-test 0.43 (0.50) 0.46 (0.50)
Post-test 0.75 (0.44) 0.59 (0.50)

To assess the statistical significance of these observations, a mixed-effect binary logistic
regression analysis was performed using the lme4 package [28] in R [29]. Different from
parametric tests, such as ANOVA, and their non-parametric counterparts, the mixed-effect
model makes it possible to factor in potential influence from factors that are not controlled
for, referred to as random factors. There were two fixed factors (or independent variables):
the group (entrainment group vs. control group), and the test phase (pre-test vs. post-test).
The random factors included participants and words. The outcome variable (or dependent
variable) was the total number of correctly recognized words. Four models were built,
starting with a model that only contained the random factors. Then, the fixed factors were
added one by one; first came the test phase, then the group, followed by the interaction
of group * test phase. The ANOVA function in R was used to compare models in order to
determine the best-fit model. The best-fit model contained only a main effect of test phase
(β = −1.260, SE = 0.556, p < 0.001), confirming that the number of words recognized by the
participants was significantly higher in the post-test than in the pre-test, regardless of the
group. The mix-effect logistic regression modelling thus showed that there was neither a
main effect of group nor an interaction effect of group and test phase.

4. Discussion

This paper presents a novel experimental study investigating the effect of speech
entrainment in child–robot interaction in RALL. As expected, the results show a significant
difference between the pre- and post-test, indicating that the participants learned new
words during the word learning task. This finding was in accordance with previous RALL
research [30–32]. Notably, we found no interaction between the test phase (pre-test or post-
test) and the group (control or entrainment). There is, thus, no evidence that entrainment
in the robot can lead to a larger learning effect than otherwise. Hence, the hypothesis that
pitch-level entrainment in a robot tutor will lead to better L2 vocabulary learning is not
supported by the current data.

Research on the effect of robot–child speech entrainment in the context of second lan-
guage learning is still sparse because implementing interactive cues as speech entrainment
on currently available robots is technically difficult. While [8] showed that interactive social
cues that are in synchrony with the instantaneous human behavior, such as mimicking the
head inclination of the human and timely social praises, and invoked higher task compli-
ance and liking of the robot, the social cues used in the current study are more challenging
to implement and notice. While the head movement of a robot is clearly noticeable and
maybe even more noticeable than when it is performed by a human due to the accompa-
nying noise, the prosody entrainment may be less noticeable, especially for children that
are engaged in a task of remembering words in a foreign language. Another study [33]
previously compared the learning performance of children when a NAO robot had a robotic
voice or a human voice with natural prosody. In this case, the children clearly noticed the
difference, since they showed higher engagement with the robot that had prosody in its
voice, i.e., the robot with the human voice. In the current study, however, the difference
between different mean pitch values is more subtle than the difference between robotic
prosody and natural speech prosody. In addition, the change in the voice prosody of a NAO
robot is restricted and not comparable with that of a human voice. Future research may
consider including a brief questionnaire on the extent to which participants notice entrain-
ment in mean pitch on the part of the robot and testing the effect of noticing entrainment
or not on learning.
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Some methodological limitations that have been encountered in the current study
should also be taken into account in future work. First, it is possible that our word learning
task was not difficult enough for the participants, both in terms of word complexity and
number of items. This may have left limited room for the participants to improve their
scores from the pre-test to the post-test. Originally, the ratio of target versus filler words
was 6:14, but two of the target words had to be discarded as filler words because most of
the participants turned out to be familiar with them, contra to the teacher’s expectations.
To compensate, one filler word was recoded as a target word because not many participants
were familiar with it, decreasing the ratio of target versus filler words to 5:15. In future
research, it would be recommendable to conduct a vocabulary test in advance to establish
children’s knowledge of words and then select a sufficient number of words from the words
unknown to children for the word-learning task. Furthermore, although the sample size of
our study was comparable to the standard in past published studies (e.g., 23 participants
per group in [19] and 19 participance per group in [21]), it was modest. It is desirable to use
a large sample size in future studies. Moreover, the current analysis focused on learning
outcomes after one learning session. It is, however, possible that certain interventions in
child–robot interactions may have an immediate effect on learning experience, such as
learner engagement, but need more time to eventually also impact learning outcomes.
It might, thus, be fruitful to extend the measurement of learning to the degree of learner
engagement. Engagement has been found to correlate with learning in previous research
(for social robots specifically) [34,35] and with affection for and interest towards social
robots among children with autism spectrum disorder [33]. These findings suggest that
engagement may improve the learning experience and, thus, the motivation to learn, even if
it does not immediately improve performance measures. In the same vein, which include
multiple training sessions are needed to find out whether speech entrainment can lead to
better learning outcomes over a longer learning period.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated whether the implementation of prosodic entrainment in a
Nao robot tutor led to improved performance in learning L2 English words by monolin-
gual Dutch 8–11-year-old children. We have found no evidence for an effect of prosodic
entrainment in the robot. However, future research is called for, where the methodological
limitations in the current study and the issues in implementing prosodic entrainment in
robots can be circumvented and the measurement of learning can be extended to learning
experience, such as engagement.
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